Intramolecular vibrational redistribution in the vibrational predissociation dynamics of He-I2.
The intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) process is investigated in wave packet simulations of the vibrational predissociation dynamics of He-I(2)(B,upsilon') in the region of high upsilon' levels, upsilon' = 35-65. The simulations indicate that for upsilon' < or = 45 the dynamics is dominated by direct predissociation, whereas for higher upsilon' levels the onset of IVR appears and becomes increasingly important. The IVR process occurs via coupling of the initial state in the upsilon' manifold to intermediate long-lived resonances belonging to the lower upsilon < upsilon' vibrational manifolds. The IVR dynamics manifests itself in multiexponential behavior and oscillations in the time-dependent population curves associated with the He-I(2)(B,upsilon') initial state, the He-I(2)(B,upsilon < upsilon') intermediate complexes, and the final product states. The population curves corresponding to the upsilon'- 1 intermediate resonances located below the He + I(2)(B,upsilon'-1,j=0) dissociation limit are analyzed. It is found that initial population is transferred to all the intermediate resonance states considered, including those more separated in energy from the initial one. The results obtained for population transfer between the initial and the intermediate states can be explained by the intensity of the matrix elements coupling the initial and the intermediate resonances, in combination with the Rabi's formula for population exchange between two coupled states.